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NUMERICAL FUSION OF REDUNDANT TELEMETRY SOURCES

F. PELLET
AEROSPATIALE

INTRODUCTION  :

During a flight test of a missile or a launcher, the emitted PCM telemetry messages
are recorded in different receiving ground stations.

Because of the small number of flight tests during development period, our main
purpose will be to make the best deferred restitution - up to one bit - of all the on - board
emitted informations, and this, with a round to one Megabits per second rythm and during
a several minutes period.

DATA SOURCES  :

The analogical magnetic recording coming from the varied telemetry sources are
centralized in our data analysis center where they are processed by a classical PCM
decommutation line : recognition of the binary signal, frame synchronisation, IRIG B time
base decoding. PCM and time informations are mixed into a computer compatible standard
the “acquisition data-sets” which will be the inputs for the “fusion” software processing.
These data-sets are made of a succession of records representing one short frame with :

- the frame time coding (10-4 sec)

- n information words with the parity error sanction and the processing mode in
which the frame synchro is : control or lock. (when the frame synchro is in
search mode, the messages on the data-sets present a break in the continuity of
the time coding during the desynchronisation).

SIGNAL PERTURBATION :

We are able to give an inclusive and objective estimation of the quality of an
acquisition data-set by processing.

- the parity errors on each word of each short frame



- the continuity of the coding of the identification word which codes the number of
a short frame among a long frame.

- the continuity of the time coding (i.e the desynchronisations)

- the frame synchro working mode.

In effect, the telemetry signal transmission may be affected in many ways which
restrain the quality of the received signal.

A received power diminution - or even a loss - may be caused by :

- a diminution of the emission gain which depends on the field strength pattern
which is itself a function of the angle under which the station is seen by the
missile.

- a diminution of the reception gain which depends on the reception antenna good
tracking.

- the distance between the missile and the station.

- attenuations due to the propulsion flame plume when the station see the stern of
the missile.

- attenuations during transient events of the flight staging with flame effects,
changes in the missile attitude, roll ... and so on.

Therefore, all the information sources are not affected in the same manner and at the
same time : so it is absolutely necessary to diversify them so as to dispose of a varied and
inclusive coverage at each time.

REDUNDANCY OF IMFORMATION  :

The diversification of telemetry sources may be supplied by :

- a geographical and equipment diversity : by multiplying the ground stations in
appropriate places and, for each, by multiplying the antennas and receiving
equipments.

- a frequency diversity : in order to receive the signal whatsoever the attitude or
the position of the missile on its trajectory, the telemetry is emitted



omnidirectionaly by multiplying the antennas. To avoid interferencies in the field
patterns of two close antennas, their emission frequencies are different.

- a polarisation diversity : the radio waves are emitted in almost linear polarisation
but received in two (left and right) circular polarisations which are individually
recorded.
The signal is also recorded after detection or before detection after an
electronical real-time combining of the fondamental signals.

- the use of inboard deferred broadcast.

THE DATING PROBLEM  :

Because of the travel time of the signal between the missile and the ground stations,
a message which has been emitted at to, will be received at t1 (and dated on the
recordings) by a station 1, at t2 by a station 2, with :

, t2 ! t1 , = , d2 ! d1 , / c c . 3.108 m /s.

d1, d2 : radial distances

We shall take this into account when we shall use the datation criteria in :

- the restitution of the exact number of short frames missing during a
desynchronisation of a source. For instance, with a short frame period of 1 ms
and for an average speed of 4000 m/s, we shall make a mistake of one short
frame if we use the reception time.

- the synchronisation between the same emitted messages recorded in different
stations

- the restitution of the true emission date

We shall then systematically apply a time resetting by the use of the theorical
trajectory which gives at every moment the radial distance between each station and the
missile.

THE “FUSION” PRINCIPLE

In order to restitude with the best accuracy the PCM messages as they are emitted,
we will use the redundancies in the recorded information sources.



A method could be just to make a juxtaposition in the time of the best sources but,
in our method, we take into account simultaneously all the avalaible informations at every
moment. Then, for each word of the frame, we consider that the most frequently
encountered word is the most probable emitted word. We operate in two steps :

1 - The loading on a direct access mass storage of the different sources in parallel
“tracks” while synchronising them : the short frames are collated facing each
other with the certainty they were descended from the same emitted short
frame (see fig. 1).

The fig. 2 presents a synthetical representation of the quality of 12 sources
loaded ou 5 parallel tracks.

2 - The fusion - word by word - of all the loaded tracks by a majority vote
(including deferred words) in order to restitute the initial message (see fig. 3).

After a first fusion processing, we can loop back, if necessary, on a new
ponctual loading of another source on a track. The fusion step produces
listings, data sets and drawings which allow a statistical analysis of the
redundancie and show the contribution of each source at each moment of the
flight. The fig. 4 presents, for instance, the mini, average and maxi number
(among all the words of each short frame) of “useful tracks” for which the
word was the same as the finally voted word.

CONCLUSION  :

These methods permit delayed restitution of all the information actually elaborated
on board, which particularly allows the complete analysis of how the vehicle systems - on
board computer and peripheries - has worked by ground simulation. But it also brings
useful knowledges for future methods by quantizing :

- the contribution of each station

- the inclusive quality of the signals

- the errors inherent in on-board and ground equipments

- the usefulness of such and such redundancy.

 










